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Collection number: Aroos. MS 8
Title: *History of Madawaska* typescript
Dates: circa 1920-1955
Creator/collector: Albert, Thomas, 1879-1924
Extent: 1 folder (.10 cubic feet)
Provenance: Unknown.
Language: English.
Conservation notes: None.
Access restrictions: No restrictions on access.
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Technical restrictions: None.
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Separated materials: Not applicable.
Location of originals: Not applicable.
Location of copies: Not applicable.
Published in: History of Madawaska : according to the historical researches of

Prepared by Kathryn Donahue, October 2011

**Biographical information:** No biographical information is available.

**Scope and content:** This collection consists of typescript pages of the English translation of Thomas Albert’s *History of Madawaska*, published in 1920. It is unknown whether these typescript pages were created before publication or after; it is also unknown who created the typescript, though it could be assumed that the original publication author created this typescript. The original file folder containing the typescript was titled “History of Madawaska translation,” and labeled “Property of Madawaska Training School.” As the MTS changed names in 1955, this typescript was created prior to that year.

**Inventory:**
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